We report the implementation of the computation of rotatory strengths, based on time-dependent density functional theory, within the Amsterdam Density Functional program. The code is applied to the simulation of circular dichroism spectra of small and moderately sized organic molecules, such as oxiranes, aziridines, cyclohexanone derivatives, and helicenes. Results agree favorably with experimental data, and with theoretical results for molecules that have been previously investigated by other authors. The efficient algorithms allow for the simulation of CD spectra of rather large molecules at a reasonable accuracy based on first-principles theory. The choice of the Kohn-Sham potential is a critical issue. It is found that standard gradient corrected functionals often yield the correct shape of the spectrum, but the computed excitation energies are systematically underestimated for the samples being studied. The recently developed exchange-correlation potentials ''GRAC'' and ''SAOP'' often yield much better agreement here with experiments for the excitation energies. The rotatory strengths of individual transitions are usually improved by these potentials as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical activity is undoubtedly one of the most important topics in chemistry and biochemistry due to the ubiquitous presence of chiral molecules in living organisms. The structural aspects of chirality and their relation to the electronic structure manifest themselves in various optical and spectroscopical effects, such as optical rotation ͑OR͒, optical rotatory dispersion ͑ORD͒, and circular dichroism ͑CD͒. Since these techniques specifically distinguish between the optical antipodes that otherwise have the same physical properties, they are frequently employed tools in experimental studies of chiral substances. For that reason, the firstprinciples theory of optical activity has been of considerable interest since the early days of quantum mechanics. It is an important aspect of quantum chemistry to provide the methodology and the program code to allow for the computation of the respective properties. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Density functional theory ͑DFT͒ has emerged as the currently most applied method for molecular computations due to its balance between accuracy and efficiency even for rather large systems. DFT was originally formulated as a time-independent theory for the nondegenerate ground state of an atom or a molecule. However, it has now been extended to the time-dependent ͑TD-DFT͒ realm [6] [7] [8] which allows for the application of the machinery of time/frequencydependent response theory. Subsequently, methodology and calculations of excitation energies, frequency-dependent polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities, van der Waals coefficients, Raman spectra, etc., have been reported in the literature. It was found that the TD-DFT treatment offers greatly enhanced accuracy as compared to some of the more frequently used ab initio methods ͑RPA, CIS͒ at comparable or less computational expense, in particular as far as low-lying excitations are concerned. 9 TD-DFT implementations regarding optical activity have been reported recently for the frequency-dependent optical rotation parameter 10, 11 within the Gaussian code, and for optical rotations and CD spectra within TURBOMOLE 12, 13 and a numerical code. 14 Prior code developments for polarizabilities and excitation energies have been carried out by van Gisbergen et al. 15, 16 for the spectra. Their computation makes extensive use of the machinery already available in ADF to calculate excitation energies and oscillator strengths, and only minor modifications are necessary to access these quantities. The code is applied to the calculation of rotatory strengths of low-lying transitions, and to the simulation of CD spectra, of a number of small and moderately sized organic molecules. The results are compared to experimental data and to previously reported theoretical results. The agreement with alternative theoretical TD-DFT results for the benchmark molecule methyloxirane is excellent. Further, very good agreement with previously published TD-DFT results and experimental spectra for penta-and hexahelicene is achieved. Generally, the agreement with experiment for our samples is quite reasonable, even though some effects that influence the experimental data have been neglected in the computations. For the case of the n→* transition of methyl-substituted cyclohexanones, we find that sign and magnitude of the rotatory strengths are very sensitive to the molecular geometries, basis sets, and the DFT potential being employed. An important aspect of this work is therefore the first application of the recently developed Kohn-Sham potentials ''SAOP'' and ''GRAC'' 24, 25 to the computation of chiroptical properties. Section II is devoted to the formalism and the methodology. In Sec. III, we describe the details of the computations, while the results are presented and discussed in Sec. IV. A short summary is given in Sec. V.
II. METHODOLOGY
The quantum theory of optical activity has been extensively described in early overview articles such as Refs. 1, 2, and 4. The optical rotation parameter arises in this framework from perturbations of the electric ͑͒ or magnetic ͑m͒ dipole moments by a time-dependent magnetic or electric field, respectively. For u, v͕x,y,z͖, the time-dependent perturbations contribute to the induced dipole moments according to
See also Ref. 26 . Here, ␣ uv and uv are components of the electric polarizability tensor and the magnetic susceptibility tensor, respectively, while ␤ uv is a component of the optical rotation tensor. Its rotational average ␤ ϭ(1/3)(␤ xx ϩ␤ yy ϩ␤ zz ) is the optical rotation parameter usually determined in experiments. The quantities ␣, , ␤,... are frequency dependent. From a sum-over-states ͑SOS͒ treatment in the time domain, 27 it is found that
with R 0 ϭIm( 0 m 0 ) being the rotatory strength for the excitation 0→. Here, 0 and denote the electronic ground state and one of the excited electronic states of the system under investigation. is the frequency of the perturbing field, and the 0 are the excitation frequencies ͑ϭexcitation energies in atomic units͒. Further, 0 and m 0 are the wellknown electric and magnetic transition dipole moment vectors, respectively. We will use atomic units (បϭ1, m e ϭ1, 4 0 ϭ1, cϷ137.036) throughout this section. In Ref. 28 , we have previously reported TD-DFT expressions for the optical rotation parameter and the rotatory strengths that are consistent with our existing TD-DFT code implementations. The derivation closely follows the previously published approaches for the treatment of frequencydependent polarizabilities and oscillator strengths. 15, 23 A related discussion of this topic can be found in Ref. 29 . We summarize the results here for convenience. From an unperturbed, i.e., zeroth-order computation of the molecule under investigation, real Kohn-Sham spin orbitals i with occupation numbers n i ͑0 or 1 in practice͒ are available as a basis for the perturbational treatment. The first-order density perturbation due to an external field is then written in the frequency domain as
͑3͒
for spin . The density matrix PЈ is specific for the perturbation and represents the computational problem to be solved. We will exclude a possible current-density dependence of the molecular energy here and refer to the literature for details, 12, 28, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] also with regards to extracting ''magnetic information'' from the density perturbation within a density matrix-based formalism. Time-independent currentdensity functional perturbation theory has been applied to magnetic properties, e.g., in Refs. 36 and 37. Numerous applications of DFT to magnetic properties have so far indicated that the neglect of the current-density dependence of the density functional can be a very good approximation for atoms and molecules.
Perturbations of properties described by Eq. ͑3͒ are further expressed by using a vector notation based on a composite index (ai) that counts spin-orbital pairs with n a Ͻn i ͑occupied-virtual orbital pairs in practice͒. According to a common notation, boldface symbols A,B,...X,Y,Z are used for vectors based on this composite index. We define
is needed, while for the magnetic moment is, in principle, not an approximation since both the timedependent density and the current density of the noninteracting Kohn-Sham system equal the true time-dependent density and current density, respectively. 7 It is an advantageous feature of the density matrix-based formalism being employed here that the current density response can be obtained in a simple manner as well. 28, 29 Since for our purpose either the symmetric (XϩY) or the antisymmetric (XϪY) part of the perturbation density matrix PЈ, but not X and Y individually, is needed, the computational effort can be greatly reduced by solving directly for these quantities. By writing the matrix elements of the frequency-dependent perturbation Ĥ Ј(), viz. a component v of a perturbing electric or magnetic dipole field, over the unperturbed Kohn-Sham orbitals as V v,ai and W v,ai ϭV v,ia , and adopting the same vector notation as above, the following equation system can be derived for the desired solutions:
Here, the symbols A,B,... , denote matrices based on the composite indices (ai) and (b j). A, B, and C read explicitly
In case all orbitals have occupation numbers 0 or 1, C is just the negative unit matrix. K is the so-called coupling matrix that describes the first-order response of the molecular Kohn-Sham potential. It is composed of a Coulomb and an exchange-correlation ͑XC͒ part
f XC (r,rЈ,) is the frequency-dependent exchangecorrelation ͑XC͒ kernel, i.e., the t→ Fourier transform of f XC ͑ r,rЈ,tϪtЈ͒ϭ
with V XC, being the XC potential for spin . For practical purposes we will assume usage of the static ͑adiabatic, no memory effects͒ limit of f XC (r,rЈ,) within a simple local density approximation ͑LDA͒, i.e., the ALDA XC kernel. This makes the coupling matrix independent.
An expression for ␤ uv , from which the rotatory strengths are obtained, can now be derived in a straightforward manner either from ͑4a͒, where (XϩY) is due to a perturbation by an external magnetic field, or from ͑4b͒, where (XϪY) is due to the perturbation by an external electric field. We refer the reader to Ref. 28 
This allows one to identify the solutions 0 2 of the pseudoeigenvalue problem
with the squares of the excitation energies 0 of the system under investigation. Substitution of ͑12͒ in ͑9͒ discloses the connection of Eq. ͑9͒ with the SOS expression for ␤ uv . By comparison with Eq. ͑2͒, the rotatory strengths of the transitions are given by
From that, a component of the electric transition dipole moment u,0 will be identified with
It is necessary to include the factor of 0 Ϫ1/2 in ͑15a͒ in order to yield a consistent expression for the transition dipole moments as compared to a similar treatment of the frequencydependent polarizability. 23 Thus, a component of the magnetic transition dipole moment m 0 reads
where the minus sign has been included because the expression for R 0 , Eq. ͑2͒, contains m 0 , and Im( 0 m 0 ) ϭϪIm( 0 m 0 ). The expression ͑15b͒ can also directly be obtained from a TD-DFT expression for the paramagnetic susceptibility, and comparison with the corresponding SOS formula, by considering the perturbation of the magnetic moment by a time-dependent magnetic field. 28 As already noted in Ref. 23 , the formalism employed here is technically related to the time-dependent Hartree-Fock or random phase approximation ͑RPA͒ method. 38, 39 A corresponding RPA treatment of chiroptical properties was discussed, e.g., in Refs. 4, 40.
The practical aspects of this work are concerned with circular dichroism. The solutions of Eq. ͑13͒ as well as the quantities M u , D u , S ͑and C, which is the unit matrix in practice͒ are needed in order to compute the rotatory strengths. The implementation of solving Eq. ͑13͒ based on the efficient use of symmetry-adapted numerical integration and auxiliary density fit functions has already been carried out and is extensively described in Refs. 16 and 41. The program code forms part of the RESPONSE module of the Amsterdam Density Functional program system ͑ADF͒. We have extended this code for the computation of the matrix elements M u and the rotatory strengths R 0 based on Eq. ͑14͒. Further, in order to be able to obtain origin-independent rotatory strengths, and to better assess the quality of the results, the dipole-velocity form for the electric transition dipole moments
has been implemented in the RESPONSE module as well.
Here, " u denote the (ai) matrix elements of the operator Ϫ‫ץ/ץ‬u. As can be easily seen from ͑16͒ and ͑15b͒, any contribution to R 0 due to a displacement of the molecule will automatically vanish when ͑16͒ is used instead of ͑15a͒ regardless of the quality of the basis. In principle, originindependent rotatory strengths based on the dipole-length formula can be computed by employing so-called gaugeincluding or gauge-independent atomic orbitals ͑GIAOs͒. See Ref. 42 for a corresponding RPA implementation. However, the accurate determination of excitation energies demands rather large basis sets. We have found that with these basis sets, the dipole velocity form ͑16͒ of 0 systematically agrees very well with the result obtained from the dipole-length form, and therefore accurate, originindependent rotatory strengths are obtained without the need to employ GIAOs. Pragmatically speaking, though it is desirable to have a GIAO implementation of rotatory strengths, in practice, CD spectra simulated with small basis sets are questionable, while with large basis sets the dipole-velocity formula can alternatively be employed. Currently, apart from the trivial C 1 case, the most important chiral symmetry groups C 2 and D 2 are supported for the CD spectra computation. For these cases, the already available symmetryrelated part of the numerical integration code can be employed without modifications, since x, y, z and the rotations R x , R y , R z , respectively, belong to the same ͑one-dimensional͒ irreducible representations and can therefore be treated on an equal footing.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Computations of singlet excitation energies, oscillator strengths, and rotatory strengths have been carried out with a modified version of the AMSTERDAM DENSITY FUNCTIONAL program ͑ADF͒. [17] [18] [19] [20] Previously reported Slater basis sets suitable for the treatment of excitation energies were employed in most cases. These basis sets are derived from the triple-doubly polarized standard ADF basis ''V,'' and contain additional diffuse functions. We will label this basis as ''Vdiff'' in the following. Since there is no basis set for Cl available in Vdiff, a recently developed even-tempered, allelectron basis has been used for the chloro-aziridines ͑de-noted ''VIdiff''͒, with 7s, 5p, 3d, and 2 f functions for C, 9s, 7p, 4d, and 2 f functions for Cl, and 5s, 3p, and 2d for H and nϩ1 / n ϭ1.7. For the methyloxiranes, both Vdiff and VIdiff were found to yield almost identical results and are thus of comparable quality. The Vdiff basis sets have been confirmed to yield reliable excitation energies and response properties. See Refs. 15, 17, 43, and 44 for details. For the helicenes, the much smaller triple-singly polarized ADF basis ''IV'' without diffuse functions resulted in favorable agreement with previous TD-DFT computations by other authors for the simulated CD spectra. Very similar results to the ones with basis IV have been obtained by us for the helicenes with the even smaller double-singly polarized basis ''III'' ͑not reported in this work͒. The quality of the basis sets with respect to the desired properties can be assessed by a comparison of the dipole-length and dipole-velocity representation of the oscillator strengths and rotatory strengths. For rotatory strengths, the deviations were typically smaller than 5% for the helicenes and smaller than 1%-2% for the small molecules for which the ''diff'' basis sets could be employed. Results referring to the dipole-length representation are reported here.
As already mentioned, ⏲ in Eq. ͑13͒ is based upon the ALDA XC kernel in all computations. This affects the quality of the first-order Kohn-Sham potential induced by the perturbation due to the external field. This is to be distinguished from the zeroth-order Kohn-Sham potential that is being used in order to determine the unperturbed orbitals and orbital energies. It has been demonstrated 44 by comparison to highly accurate ͑''exact''͒ Kohn-Sham potentials that approximations to the zeroth-order Kohn-Sham potential, on which the unperturbed orbitals and orbital energies depend, significantly affect the results, while the ALDA approximation for the kernel appears to be excellent. See also Refs. 9 and 45. Here, we have applied four different functionals for the zeroth-order potential: the well-known local density approximation ͑LDA͒ in form of the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair 46 ͑VWN͒ functional, VWNϩgradient corrections ͑GGA͒ in the form of the popular Becke88 -Perdew86 ͑''BP86''͒ functional, [47] [48] [49] and further, the ''statistical average of orbital potentials'' potential ͑SAOP͒ by Gritsenko, Baerends et al. 24 and the ''gradient-regulated connection'' ͑GRAC͒ potential. 25 These potentials have been developed specifically with the accuracy of excitation energies and response properties in mind. The GRAC potential requires the ionization potential as input. The experimental data from Ref. 50 were used for methyloxirane and trans-dimethyloxirane for this purpose. Both SAOP and GRAC correct the KohnSham potential in particular in the outer ''asymptotic'' region and thus lead to much improved virtual orbitals and virtual orbital energies as compared to standard LDA or GGA potentials. This has been shown to significantly improve excitation energies and frequency-dependent polarizabilities in DFT calculations. 24, 25 The Davidson algorithm has been employed to obtain a number of low-lying singlet excitations instead of solving the full problem of Eq. ͑13͒. Details of the ADF implementation are summarized in Refs. 16 and 41. The ''linear scaling'' and parallelization features available with ADF 41 have not been employed in this work, but no principal features of our code restrict the use of them in order to study very large systems.
For methyloxirane and the helicenes, previously reported Hartree-Fock optimized geometries were taken from Refs. 
where R 0 is in 10 Ϫ40 c.g.s. units, the difference in the absorption coefficients for left-and right-hand circular polarized light, ⌬⑀, is in 1/͑mol cm͒, and E is in eV. See, e.g., Refs. 52-55. For each computed excitation, a normalized Gaussian centered at the excitation energy is scaled so as to reproduce the computed R 0 by Eq. ͑17͒. The plotted theoretical ''CD spectrum'' is then obtained as the superposition of all these Gaussian curves. Unless otherwise noted, for the linewidth ⌬E, we employ the empirical recipe proposed by Brown et al. in Ref. 53, viz ., ⌬EϷ0.08ͱE with E in eV. In case this estimate did not reproduce enough details in the simulated spectrum, a somewhat smaller coefficient between 0.05 and 0.08 has been used instead. We have to stress that this procedure does not involve a theoretical treatment of line shapes and-widths. The linewidths are used here as adjustable parameters in order to mimic a real spectrum. This often yields simulated spectra that look very similar to the experimental ones. Important corrections to the excitation energies and the form of the CD bands arising from solvent effects or molecular vibrations are currently neglected.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. "R…-Methyloxirane
The rotatory strengths for the first four singlet excitations of ͑R͒-methyloxirane have been computed in order to perform a first practical test of our implementation. This is one of the smallest molecules for which experimental and theoretical data are available for comparison. Its modest size allows for the use of rather large basis sets, high numerical integration accuracy, and tight convergence criteria and the neglect of cutoff features. At the same time, the transitions in methyloxirane are already a rather challenging problem since the lowest transitions are Rydberg excitations that require diffuse basis functions and an accurate Kohn-Sham potential. Our results are presented in Table I together with data previously published by other authors. In particular, the agreement with the fully numerical TD-DFT study of Ref. 14 for the LDA functional is very good. However, these results do not compare well with experimental data. In conjunction with other theoretical results, Table I illustrates that it is rather difficult to obtain accurate rotatory strengths both theoretically and experimentally. In the light of these restrictions, the agreement of our results with the experimental estimates can be regarded as satisfactory.
It is already known from previous studies that the first four transitions in methyloxirane are excitations from the HOMO, dominantly located around the oxygen, into s and p Rydberg states. All listed theoretical and experimental data agree in so far that the lowest (HOMO→s) transition has a negative rotatory strength for ͑R͒-methyloxirane, while the sum of the rotatory strengths for the next three transitions (HOMO→p) is of opposite sign and has approximately the same magnitude. However, the actual values differ by up to a factor of 10. In the perturbational CI study of Rauk, 56 signs for the rotatory strengths opposite to those listed in Table I have been reported. Therefore, these data are not included in the table. The deficient results have been attributed by Rauk to the importance of reorganization of the ''unexcited'' electrons upon excitation, which could not be properly described by the method being used in Ref. 56 . This appeared to be the case in particular for the first transition of methyloxirane. The quoted results of Ref. 57 do not seem to be very reliable since large deviations between the dipole-length and dipolevelocity representations of R and f were observed there. However, the signs of R were obtained correctly. From our computations we find, e.g., for the GGA results oscillator strengths of 0.011 and 0.046 for excitations numbers 1 and 2-4, and rotatory strengths of Ϫ20.3 and 19.3, respectively, obtained with the dipole-velocity form of 0 , which are in good agreement with the dipole-length values of Table I . From a comparison of our data obtained with different density functionals, it can be seen that with the standard LDA or GGA functionals for this particular system the excitations energies are systematically underestimated by more than 1 eV. The SAOP potential yields greatly improved excitation energies here, which favorably agree with the experimental values. The GRAC potential offers a clear improvement over LDA and GGA, but appears to be less accurate than SAOP in this case. However, the oscillator strengths are of comparable quality with all four methods, the sum of transitions 2-4 being slightly better reproduced by SAOP and GRAC as compared to LDA and GGA. For the rotatory strengths, the results obtained with the SAOP potential seem to be slightly less accurate than the LDA, GGA, and GRAC values if compared to experiment, but overall approximately the same accuracy is achieved for the rotatory strengths as well. It is known that with standard LDA or GGA functionals the energy differences between the occupied and virtual orbitals, as a zeroth-order estimate of the excitation energies in our perturbational treatment, are often too small. Since these energy differences enter the expression for ⏲ in Eq. ͑13͒, excitation energies are often systematically underestimated with standard LDA and GGA functionals. Potentials such as GRAC and SAOP have been designed in order to overcome this limitation regarding the computation of excitation energies. These potentials at the same time alter the shape in particular of the virtual orbitals. This, of course, affects the matrix elements D and M entering the expressions for the rotatory strengths, and also the sensitive solutions F 0 of Eq. ͑13͒. In combination, and depending on the actual system, individual rotatory strengths might not inevitably be expected to improve when compared to experiment, even though the excitation energies are systematically improved. However, these potentials have been found to lead to superior results for response properties as well, 24, 25 indicating that the orbital shapes are altered in conjunction with the orbital energies in a physically meaningful way. We will therefore see in the following that the SAOP and GRAC potentials usually lead to an enhanced accuracy for individual rotatory strengths as well.
B. Trans-2,3-dimethyloxirane
The CD spectrum of trans-2,3-dimethyloxirane has been previously studied experimentally and theoretically by, e.g., Carnell et al. 58 and Cohen et al. 57 The molecule has C 2 symmetry, which allows us to employ symmetry in the TD-DFT computations. The computations including or excluding symmetry and use of the symmetry-adapted integration grid were confirmed to yield the same results within the numerical accuracy. A comparison of our data with other theoretical and experimental estimates is listed in Table II. The data shows that the signs of the rotatory strength of the first transition (n→3s) agree for all theoretical and experimental values. As for methyloxirane, the GRAC and SAOP potentials yield larger R values than the GGA functional, but all of them compare favorably with the experimental data. The GGA functional underestimates the excitation energies by about 1.1 eV, while the SAOP potential reproduces the experimental values to a very good agreement. Again, GRAC leads to less of an improvement than SAOP. The group of transitions #2-4 is close in energy, and our TD-DFT computations predict a different sequence for the Ϯ sign pattern of the rotatory strengths than that predicted by the ab initio computations. Also, the energetic ordering of the 2A and 2B transitions is opposite with TD-DFT than what has been obtained with the ab initio methods. Unfortunately, the experimental spectra do not allow for a clear distinction between these 3 CD bands since they strongly overlap and cancel to a large extent due to their opposite signs. The sum of rotatory strengths for the three n→3 p Rydberg transitions is 1.47 for GGA, 2.74 for GRAC, and Ϫ10.68 for SAOP, respectively, as compared to Ϫ3.71 from the MRCI study, Ϫ2.94 from the HF study, and 6.05 and 13.6 from the experiments. Clearly, the agreement between different theoretical approaches and experiments is not as good as for the case of methyloxirane due to the cancellation of large positive and negative numbers and also rather large error bars for the rotatory strengths extracted from the spectra. Figure 1 shows the simulated CD spectra from our computations in comparison to the experimental spectrum of Ref. 58 . The TD-DFT simulations reproduce the overall shape of the spectrum with regards to its sign pattern rather well. With an estimated linewidth of ϳ0.1 eV for the first CD band, the experimental ⌬⑀ value is reproduced quite accurately. The high-lying CD bands are strongly overestimated in magnitude by the TD-DFT simulations, but the overall shape of the spectrum is reasonably well reproduced. The authors of Ref. 58 have reported increasing magnitudes of the rotatory strengths with increasing quality of the CI wave functions employed in their work, which somewhat supports our findings since we can expect an overestimation of the strengths of the respective CD bands, as compared to experiment, in the TD-DFT computations as well. According to our calculations listed in Table II , one of the n→3p transitions has a very large negative rotatory strength that leads to a negative CD band in the simulated CD spectra at about 7.3 to 7.5 eV but is not observed experimentally. In the SAOP case, the position of this transition is shifted to higher energy which leads to a better agreement of the shape of the spectrum with experiment in the low-energy range but yields a slightly blueshifted positive CD band at about 8 eV, which should occur rather around 7.7 eV. The spectra based on GGA and GRAC, on the other hand, are somewhat obscured in the lower energy range due to the presence of the aforementioned large negative CD band. It remains an open question why the computations and experiments do not agree regarding this large negative rotatory strength.
C. Cyclohexanone derivatives
The lowest transition arising from the carbonyl chromophore of cyclohexanone derivatives has in particular been the subject of pioneering studies of computational CD. Moscowitz 2, 59 has computed experimental rotatory strengths for a number of cyclohexanones from their respective ORD spectra. Error estimates of these values were not given. His semiempirical approach for rotatory strengths was parametrized with these data for a subset of a number of structurally related cyclic ketones, which then yielded excellent agreement for the remaining compounds. Other studies with semiempirical 60 or extended Hückel 61 wave functions that were not specifically parametrized for reproducing a single rotatory strength did not yield such excellent agreement. In particular, the extended Hückel treatment did not allow for a quantitative estimate since the rotatory strengths were systematically too large in magnitude. Noting the frequent dis- cussion of the CD effect for methyl-substituted cyclohexanones in chemistry textbooks and its rationalization by the ''octant rule, '' 62 not very many first-principle studies are available.
5 Table III displays the results of the two previously mentioned studies together with our TD-DFT data ͑GGA and SAOP͒ for the 290 nm n -* transition of the carbonyl chromophore for these molecules. The labeling of the hydrogens has been chosen as follows:
Excitation energies are not listed in Table III since they hardly change among the series of molecules. The experimental value is approximately 4.4 eV, GGA: 3.9-4.1, SAOP: 4.3-4.4 eV. As already noted in Refs. 24 and 25 the SAOP potential yields a substantial improvement in particular for Rydberg states, but only minor improvements for valence excitations for which GGA functionals already perform rather well. However, even though the transitions are not of Rydberg type, we have used the same basis set ''Vdiff'' as for the oxiranes. With the smaller basis ''V'' that does not contain diffuse functions, we have found poor agreement between the rotatory strengths obtained from the dipole-length and dipole-velocity forms, while the deviations are less than 5% for the larger basis.
Even though GGA and SAOP yield very similar excitation energies Table III shows that the rotatory strengths for the lowest excitation of the ketones differ substantially. In some cases, only moderate self-consistent field ͑SCF͒ convergence could be achieved with the GGA functional and basis Vdiff, and the computed Rs have the sign opposite the SAOP values. For the other cases, signs and relative magnitudes of the rotatory strengths as compared to the experimental estimates by Moscowitz are reasonable. Unlike other cases mentioned in the literature, 52 for which the computed rotatory strengths do not seem to depend strongly on the chosen geometry, we find that this is not the case for the samples here. Employing the idealized geometries of Refs. 60 and 61 ͑on which the EH and CNDO values in Table III are based͒ as well as the smaller basis V together with the GGA functional did in fact yield favorable TD-DFT rotatory strengths of the same sign and similar magnitude to the ones obtained in Ref. 60 and the experimental estimates. However, R values based on optimized geometries but otherwise the same computational settings resulted in no agreement of signs and magnitudes for both GGA and SAOP with reference values. Only the use of the larger basis Vdiff again yielded reasonable results, at least for SAOP ͑Table III͒. We decided to show the values according to the optimized geometries. Our findings may be rationalized by noting that substitution of the equatorial hydrogens, or those far away from the carbonyl group, by methyl groups, and keeping the symmetric ring structure fixed, imposes only a minor chiral perturbation with respect to the CvO n and * orbital. The equatorial methyl carbons lie in or very close to the nodal plane of the *; therefore, the perturbation is largely due to the methyl hydrogens ͑the methyl groups will also be freely rotating in the experiments͒. Using optimized geometries, new contributions from other, now slightly displaced atoms also occur, and the final result consists of contributions of opposite sign from several dissymmetries in the neighborhood of the CvO group. Taking this into account, it does not seem unreasonable that the sign of the rotatory strengths for the H 7 and H 9 substituted cyclohexanone can change upon small changes of the orbitals ͑GGA versus SAOP or only modest vs tight SCF convergence͒. For the clear-cut cases where the methyl substitution of H 8 causes a large effect, all computations listed in Table III agree with respect to their signs.
D. Aziridines
The CD spectra of aziridine derivatives have been subject to previous computational studies. 56, 63 As an example we provide here the TD-DFT CD spectra simulation of ͑1R,2S͒-1-chloro-2-methyl-aziridine ͑CMA1a͒, ͑1S,2S͒-1-chloro-2-methyl-aziridine ͑CMA1b͒, and ͑ϩ͒-1-chloro-2,2-dimethylaziridine ͑CDMA͒; see Fig. 2 . The rotatory strengths for the lowest two transitions for our TD-DFT computations and the earlier experimental/CI study of Shustov et al. 63 are displayed in Table IV . The linewidths were set to approximately 0.2 eV, leading to a favorable agreement of the magnitudes of ⌬ for the first ͑lowest energy͒ CD band of CMA1a with the experimental spectrum. With this linewidth, the magnitude of ⌬ for CMA1b is also well reproduced, as well as the zeros at about 240 nm for CMA1a and CDMA. The simulated spectra suggest that the blueshift of the first CD band of CMA1b as compared to CMA1a might be due to a lower experimental resolution that causes the first two CD bands of CMA1b to appear as one, shifted to higher energy. Likewise, the very small rotatory strength of the first CD band of CDMA could be due to overlapping bands of opposite sign in the experimental spectrum ͑please note that the experimental CD spectrum of CDMA is magnified by a factor of 10 in Fig. 2͒ .
Comparing GGA and SAOP for these molecules, we find that the computed excitation energies are of comparable accuracy. Both potentials underestimate the lowest excitation energies by approximately one half of an eV, with SAOP performing only slightly better. The resulting rotatory strengths of the first two transition have similar magnitude with both methods. They also agree reasonably well with the ab initio data of Ref. 63 .
E. Helicenes
The ͓n͔-helicenes are highly interesting screw-shaped model compounds that exhibit huge optical rotations. Much has been learned about optical activity by studying the OR and CD of these compounds. As already stated in Ref. 12 , hexahelicene ''is the paradigm of the helically chiral molecule.'' In this work, the authors have ͑re-͒investigated the CD spectra of a number of substituted and unsubstituted helicenes experimentally and by time-dependent DFT ͑BP86͒, based on their implementation in the TURBOMOLE program. A related study of helicenes was previously published by Grimme et al. 64 based on an approximation to TD-DFT. Pioneering experimental and theoretical work has been carried out by Mason et al. 53, 54 We do not attempt to repeat the detailed discussion of the spectra and the analysis of Ref. 12 , and earlier work, here. However, the availability of TD-DFT simulated spectra allows us to make a direct comparison between the different codes and approaches ͓e.g., the use of Gaussian basis sets in Ref. 12 versus Slater-type functions in this work, different implementations of the algorithms to solve Eq. ͑13͒, etc.͔. Penta-and hexahelicene have been chosen for the comparison. We have used the molecular geometries reported in Ref. 65 , which have also been used in Ref. 12 . A set of two diffuse s and p functions, respectively, has been placed between the benzene rings or in the ring centers to allow for a description of low-lying Rydberg excitations. The C 2 symmetry of the helicenes has been employed in the computations. See Sec. III for further details. The resulting simulated spectra are displayed together with the spectra of Ref. 12 in Figs. 3 and 4 . All theoretical spectra are blueshifted by 0.45 eV. We used a constant linewidth of 0.1 eV here.
Additionally, a computation for hexahelicene has been carried out with the basis set Vdiff and the SAOP functional. The shape of the corresponding spectrum is practically the same as the one obtained with GGA and the basis set IV and therefore not displayed. Moreover, the spectrum needs to be blueshifted by 0.45 eV as well in order to yield agreement of the positions of the CD bands with the experimental spectrum. We thus conclude that the underestimation of the TD-DFT excitation energies in this case is not due to basis set limitations or deficient DFT potentials, but rather due to the neglect of other factors that influence the experimental spec-FIG. 2. Simulated and experimental CD spectra of ͑1R, 2S͒-1-chloro-2-methyl-aziridine ͑1a͒, ͑1S, 2S͒-1-chloro-2-methyl-aziridine ͑1b͒, and ͑ϩ͒-1-chloro-2, 2-dimethylaziridine ͑2͒. The simulated spectra are blueshifted by 0.67 and 0.52 eV for GGA and SAOP, respectively, such that the first transition for 1a coincides with the experimental value of 260 nm. Please note that the experimental spectrum of 2 is magnified by a factor of 10. Experimental spectrum reprinted with permission from Ref. 63 , © ͑1988͒ American Chemical Society. trum, most notably, solvent effects. Besides this, the agreement between our simulated TD-DFT spectra and the ones from Ref. 12 is excellent. Both the general shape of the spectra as well as excitation energies and rotatory strengths of individual transitions are very similar, as can be expected since the underlying theoretical approach ͓solution of Eq. ͑13͔͒ and the chosen functional ͑BP86͒ are the same and the basis sets are of comparable quality with respect to excitation energies.
V. SUMMARY
We have implemented a method in the RESPONSE module of the ADF program that makes it possible to calculate the rotatory strengths for electronic excitations based on TD-DFT. The application to the simulation of CD spectra of oxirane-, chloro-aziridine-, and cyclohexanone derivatives as well as penta-and hexahelicene demonstrates that very good agreement with the results of other TD-DFT implementations is obtained. The agreement with experimental spectra is generally reasonable. Comparison with other computational data shows that it is not very easy to compute the sensitive rotatory strengths accurately. The DFT approach performs quite well here, in particular with the recently developed potentials SAOP and GRAC. Taking the systematic underestimation of excitation energies with the BP86 GGA functional, in particular for Rydberg excitations, for our samples into account, qualitative agreement with experimental spectra can still be achieved with this functional, which allows for assignments and interpretations. However, individual rotatory strengths may change substantially depending on the applied KohnSham potential. Remaining sources of errors, apart from the approximate treatment of DFT itself are, in particular solvent effects, neglect of the effect of molecular vibrations on the spectra, and basis set limitations.
